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Brand
Introduction
The fundamental purpose of the Sigma
Chi Fraternity is the cultivation,
maintenance and accomplishment of the
ideals of Friendship, Justice and Learning
within our membership. They are referred
to as The Three Great Aims of our
Fraternity.
Our brotherhood has its roots in the
collegiate experience and engenders a
lifelong commitment to strive to achieve
true friendship, equal justice for all and
the fulfillment of learning as part of our
overall responsibilities to the broader
communities in which we live.
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Tone of Voice
Our Tone of Voice is how we speak and more importantly, how we’re
heard by our audience. It is the set of rules that help define the way we
write, and the way we present information and communicate through all
channels. Our Tone of Voice must consistently match the key attributes of
our brand personality which are:
Trustworthy | Personal | Professional
.

Our Communication

How We are Heard
We use active words and articulate messages
with tempo. We are approachable, easy to listen
to, easy to understand and our words convey
confidence to our audience.
We are optimistic and sometimes idealistic.
Positive, hopeful, cheerful, witty and bright. What
we are not is arrogant, robotic, complicated,
verbose or bureaucratic.
Our messages are short, sharp, crisp and honest
but human and approachable. We write as if we
were conversing – natural and down to earth.
.
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Site Map

Page
Home

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topics
Title/banner
Leadership, Scholarship and Brotherhood
Leadership Development
Welcome Visitors
Rush Sigma Chi
Alumni Connect
Undergrad Brothers

About us

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is Sigma Chi
Your Chapter
Current Chapter Activities
Qualifications for Membership/Recruitment
Scholarships
Chapter Operations
Topics about Chapter Heritage
Our Alumni
Alumni
Undergrads
XYZ Chapter
Upcoming Events
Resources
Magazine
Links to all website pages

About Us
Our Heritage
Alumni
Home
News & Events
Annual Fund

Our Heritage
Alumni
News & Events

Contact
More
Sitemap
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Corporate
Logos

Expect More Logo

Norman Shield

For more logos - https://sigmachi.org/home/resources-3/branding/
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Flag Full Color

Font & Typography
Gellar Text
Bold

Type Examples

Gellar Text
Bold Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNIOP
QRSTUVWXYZ
123456789

Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNIOP
QRSTUVWXYZ
123456789

Regular Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNIOP
QRSTUVWXYZ
123456789

Link -
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNIOP
QRSTUVWXYZ
123456789

Font & Typography
Rift Soft
Bold

Type Examples

Rift Soft
Bold Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNIOP
QRSTUVWXYZ
123456789

Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNIOP
QRSTUVWXYZ
123456789

Regular Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNIOP
QRSTUVWXYZ
123456789

Link -
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNIOP
QRSTUVWXYZ
123456789

Color
Guide

Use RGB and Hex
values. RGB values
have more color
ranges, but, not all
browsers display
them accurately.
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Use Of Imagery
Real. Candid. Relatable
Photography should not feel staged or
posed. It should feel as if it is part of or
capturing a special and unique
moment between those involved.
Clutter Control – ensure there is one
key focal point and don’t complicate
the image with unnecessary detail.
Color – black and white imagery
should be avoided. Imagery with rich,
natural tones and shades should be
used.

Emotional and Intimate
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There should be a strong, warm
connection, and feeling of trust.
Natural lighting and depth of field Shots should be naturally lit. Depth of
field adds to the sense of intimacy.
Background should be just out of
focus, draw ing the ey e to the
foreground and subject.

Pre Launch Checklist

Consistency with the new style standards
Ensure content is marked-up semantically correct and is
compliant with the standards of the new CSS. For example,
all images have class applied; lists are either or , and
applied correctly, etc

Content

✓

All external links open in a new window.

✓

The url naming scheme is consistent and comprehensible.

✓

All internal links open in the same window.

✓

✓

The correct font properties are being used: * based on
rec

The urls are not long, they are legible, and do not contain
acronyms or special characters.

✓

Top navigation items have first letters capitalized. All page
titles have first letters capitalized. For example, Sigma Chi
Online

✓

There’s a physical address, phone and an email address in the
footer.

✓
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Thank You
For taking the time to review the items on this
Brand Guide. Your commitment to following it will
greatly assist us in maintaining a consistent look
and feel in your websites
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